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Abstract

This report examines the roles, missions and developments in training within the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) People’s Liberation Army Navy’s (PLAN) Naval Aviation branch. Naval Aviation provides the PLAN with its own air capability independent of the PLA Air Force (PLAAF). Historically, Naval Aviation fighters have intercepted aircraft along China’s coast but have not provided air cover for naval ships at sea, and fighters still rarely provide air cover for at-sea vessels. However, Naval Aviation’s role is being increasingly transformed to include maritime patrol, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), offensive strikes against land targets and ships at sea, logistical support, airborne early warning (AEW), and helicopter support for the PLAN’s escort task forces in the Gulf of Aden. Naval Aviation remains a largely land-based force, though the PLAN’s increasing fleet of destroyers, frigates, landing ships and replenishment vessels are equipped with shipborne helicopters for operational and logistics air requirements. The much anticipated and speculated-about Chinese aircraft carrier program will impart an altogether new dimension to Naval Aviation as it seeks to operate farther offshore, to protect Chinese interests abroad; however, the PLAN is many years away from integrating a viable carrier component into its overall naval strategy.
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Summary

This report examines the roles, missions and developments in training within the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) People’s Liberation Army Navy’s (PLAN) Naval Aviation branch. Naval Aviation provides the PLAN with its own air capability independent of the PLA Air Force (PLAAF). Historically, Naval Aviation fighters have intercepted aircraft along China’s coast but have not provided air cover for naval ships at sea, and fighters still rarely provide air cover for at-sea vessels. However, Naval Aviation’s role is being increasingly transformed to include maritime patrol, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), offensive strikes against land targets and ships at sea, logistical support, airborne early warning (AEW), and helicopter support for the PLAN’s escort task forces in the Gulf of Aden. Naval Aviation remains a largely land-based force, though the PLAN’s increasing fleet of destroyers, frigates, landing ships and replenishment vessels are equipped with shipborne helicopters for operational and logistics air requirements. The much anticipated and speculated-about Chinese aircraft carrier program will impart an altogether new dimension to Naval Aviation as it seeks to operate farther offshore, to protect Chinese interests abroad; however, the PLAN is many years away from integrating a viable carrier component into its overall naval strategy.

The first section begins by providing a brief overview of Naval Aviation’s history, missions, tasks, and responsibilities, as well as its organizational structure. The remaining sections examine training from 2013 through 2015, inclusive, for each component of Naval Aviation, including fighters, fighter-bombers, bombers, AEW aircraft, and helicopters. It then looks at Naval Aviation training in terms of combined-arms training with other PLAN branches (surface, subsurface, and coastal defense), joint training with the
PLA Army (PLAA) and PLA Air Force (PLAAF), and combined training with foreign militaries. The penultimate section examines carrier-based aviation training and development. The final section provides an overall assessment of Naval Aviation training and operations.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADIZ</td>
<td>Air Defense Identification Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEW</td>
<td>Airborne early warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEW&amp;C</td>
<td>Airborne early warning and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASuW</td>
<td>Anti-surface warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>Anti-submarine warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air traffic controllers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS</td>
<td>Airborne warning and control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVR</td>
<td>Beyond-visual-range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATOBAR</td>
<td>Catapult assisted take-off but arrested recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEME</td>
<td>Complex electromagnetic environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVBG</td>
<td>Carrier battle group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF</td>
<td>East Sea Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCLP</td>
<td>Field carrier landing practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRAF</td>
<td>Military Region Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATOPS</td>
<td>Naval and Air Training and Operating Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>North Sea Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOS</td>
<td>Operation Open Shield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAA</td>
<td>PLA Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAAF</td>
<td>PLA Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>People's Liberation Army Navy's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People's Republic of China's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Surface-to-air missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOC</td>
<td>Sea line of communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSF</td>
<td>South Sea Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOBAR</td>
<td>Short take-off but arrested recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned aerial vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Overview

Laying the Foundation for the Naval Aviation Branch

Following its establishment on 23 April 1949, the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) promulgated its first three-year plan. On 1 August 1952, the PLAN officially created the Naval Aviation branch, which is always listed third in protocol order among its five branches (submarines, surface vessels, aviation, Marine Corps, and coastal defense), with a headquarters in Beijing. The portions of the initial three-year plan that pertained to creating a Naval Aviation (海军航空兵 / 海航) branch (兵种) included: 1) establishing three air divisions (one aerial mine-laying bomber division, one fighter division, and one division consisting of two ground attack regiments and one fighter regiment); 2) establishing three aviation schools, which would train 10,000 pilots and ground support personnel; 3) building two to three Naval Aviation airfields in each strategic combat area; and 4) purchasing 361 aircraft and necessary support equipment from the Soviet Union. In 1955, the PLAN adjusted its surface fleet by establishing the North Sea Fleet (NSF / 北海舰队), East Sea Fleet (ESF / 东海舰队), and South Sea Fleet (SSF / 南海舰队), each of which had a subordinate Naval Aviation Headquarters. All of the Naval Aviation units that had been created were then assigned to the appropriate fleet or were directly subordinated to Naval Aviation Headquarters. In November 2003, the PLAN abolished its Naval Aviation Headquarters in Beijing and created a Naval Aviation Department under the PLAN Headquarters Department; however, it retained each of the three fleet Naval Aviation Headquarters, where each of the three commanders serves as a concurrent fleet deputy commander.

Historically, Naval Aviation and the PLAAF have had different cultures, even though, until the early 2000s, the PLAAF trained...
Naval Aviation fighter and attack pilots. Whereas the aviation branch is the most important of the PLAAF’s five branches, Naval Aviation has always been listed third behind the surface and subsurface branches, and has not received as much attention as them. Even though the PLAAF and Naval Aviation have historically been organized into air divisions and regiments, as discussed in this chapter, Naval Aviation occasionally mixes different airframes. Furthermore, whereas the PLAAF began creating air brigades in 2012, Naval Aviation apparently has not created any air brigades. In addition, whereas the PLAAF has been shifting at least some of its commanders from the top of the control tower to the command post in the bottom of the control tower, Naval Aviation has apparently not followed suit. Finally, as noted in the chapter, Naval Aviation and the PLAAF rarely train together.

Naval Aviation Missions, Tasks, and Responsibilities

According to China’s 2002 and 2012 Defense White Paper, respectively, “The PLA N’s primary missions are, independently or jointly with the Army and Air Force, to guard against enemy invasion from the sea, defend the state’s sovereignty over its territorial waters, and safeguard the state’s maritime rights and interests” and “Is China’s mainstay for operations at sea that is responsible for safeguarding its maritime security and maintaining its sovereignty over its territorial seas along with its maritime rights and interests.”

Within the PLAN’s overall missions, Naval Aviation’s primary mission is to carry out combat tasks at sea and coastal airspace with naval aircraft as its primary equipment. It has the ability to conduct long-range operations, high-speed mobility, and attacks, and independently carry out multiple types of combat missions. Naval Aviation’s areas of responsibility (AORs) include both coastal and maritime domains, with an emphasis on the maritime sphere. Overall, Naval Aviation’s mission is composed of several tasks that include protecting the maritime and maritime airspace domain.
through offensive strike, air defense, maritime reconnaissance and patrol, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), and anti-surface warfare (ASuW). As Naval Aviation continues to acquire aircraft with greater ranges and endurance, PLAN official reporting have added blue water (大洋) operations to Naval Aviation’s list of responsibilities, as well.

According to the 2001 and 2006 Science of Campaigns, one of the main missions for the PLAAF and Naval Aviation is to conduct advanced minesweeping and obstacle clearing by executing key-point destruction of anti-amphibious-landing obstacles laid by the enemy in the surf zone and on the beachhead, so as to reduce the density of the obstacles, in order to create the conditions for follow-on direct destruction of obstacles. Specifically, air assets would use air-dropped demolition bombs to destroy enemy obstacles along the surf zone and on beaches, and they should carry out focused bombing against fortified obstacles, such as tracked bulwarks and blocking walls. However, this assumes a permissive environment for aircraft, which will most likely not be the case.

**Functional Components of Naval Aviation**

Besides its aviation component consisting of aircraft, helicopters, and airfields, Naval Aviation, like the PLAAF, has subordinate surface-to-air missile (SAM), antiaircraft artillery (AAA), radar, communications, chemical defense, aircraft maintenance, and logistics units, as well as various academic institutions. Today, each of China’s three fleets has one Naval Aviation radar brigade, while the NSF is the only fleet whose Naval Aviation component has a combined-arms air defense brigade consisting of SAMs, AAA, and radar stations. Although Naval Aviation originally had subordinate SAMs, it apparently divested itself of any SAM units in the late 1980s, but it is not clear what happened to the units. By late 2014, however, the NSF’s Naval Aviation had re-incorporated SAMs along with its existing AAA regiment and radar stations into a
combined-arms air defense brigade. No SAM units have been identified under the ESF's or SSF’s Naval Aviation. In addition, the PLAN’s coastal defense branch apparently created an air defense brigade consisting of AAA, SAMs, and radar in the SSF around 2012 (See Appendix A).

Naval Aviation Aircraft Training

The following sections address training by each of the aircraft components of Naval Aviation, including fighters, fighter-bombers, bombers, airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft, helicopters, seaplanes, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). It is important to note, however, that each component is organized similarly. Therefore, the following section discusses commonalities that can apply to all components.

Key Personnel Terminology

The PLAN naval aviation branch uses military terminology in Chinese language similar to that found in the "PLA Army Aviation" PLAAF but with subtle differences, thus requiring a brief overview for the reader. First, like most air forces, Naval Aviation and the PLAAF use the general term “aviator” (飞行员 and 空军) to refer to fighter, attack, helicopter, bomber and transport pilots, as well as bomber and transport flight crew members, including navigators, communicators, gunners, and maintenance personnel. Naval Aviation and the PLAAF use the term “pilot” (飞行员) to refer specifically to someone who flies the aircraft; however, the term is also used generically, to refer to all aircraft crew members. Therefore, when examining the recruitment, education, and training for “aviators” or “pilots,” it is important to understand whether these terms refer to specific personnel or all of the crew members.

Although very few articles found identified the lead pilots (长机) of a two-, three-, or four-ship formation (编队), it is not uncommon
for the division commander (师长) or one of the deputy division commanders (副师长), or the regiment commander (团长) or one of the deputy regiment commanders (副团长) to be the lead pilot for the flight formation.\textsuperscript{16} Normally, however, the battalion-level flight group commander (大队长), one of the flight group deputy commanders (副大队长), or one of the squadron-level flight squadron commanders (副中队长) serve as the lead pilot. It is also not uncommon for the regiment, flight group, and flight squadron commanders and deputy commanders to fly as a wingman for a younger pilot who is training to become a lead pilot. The reason for this, is that all pilots must also serve as an instructor pilot at each level as they move up the grade ladder. As a general rule, flight squadron commanders are second-grade (二级) pilots, flight group deputy commanders and commanders are first-grade (一级) pilots, and regiment deputy commanders and above are special-grade (特级) pilots.\textsuperscript{17}

Other flight crew members include a co-pilot, navigator, radar operators, and communications personnel.\textsuperscript{18} The navigator in all two-seat fighter-bombers and bombers is responsible for pressing the bomb release buttons.\textsuperscript{19}

Naval Aviation and the PLAAF use the term “airborne commander” (空中指挥员) in two different ways. First, he is the lead pilot for aircraft flying together in a two-ship formation. Second, he is the single officer on an AEW aircraft that is serving as an airborne command post who provides guidance to combat aircraft in the air.

During a training day, a typical control tower is manned by up to twelve officers. The term flight commander (飞行指挥员) refers to the three senior officers in the control tower who serve as air traffic controllers (ATC) and aircraft command and guidance (指挥引导) controllers for air engagements.\textsuperscript{20} As shown in the photo below, the senior flight commander in the control tower is normally the regiment commander, one of the two to three deputy commanders, or the chief of staff (e.g., the director of the
Headquarters Department). Other key personnel in the tower include navigation and communications directors. Depending on the situation, the regiment’s political commissar can also be in the tower.

Figure 1: Air Traffic Controllers


Each of the three flight commanders wears an arm patch with the characters for flight commander. Although the PLAAF began moving these officers in some, but not all, units from the top of the control tower to the command post in the bottom of the tower in 2012 and replacing them with other officers identified as “flight adjusters” (飞行调配员), it does not appear that Naval Aviation has followed suit. As such, the senior flight commander still controls virtually all Naval Aviation flight activity from takeoff to landing. It is not clear why Naval Aviation has not followed suit with the PLAAF or why not all PLAAF units have made the transition.

Upon receiving an order from the flight commander in the tower, the aircraft take off in succession, join up at a predetermined location, and then depart as a flight formation for their strike mission under radio silence. At some point after the formation arrives over water, it descends to very low altitude before it approaches its target.
Prior to 2012, PLAAF and Naval Aviation pilots also received their flight plans from a staff officer in the regiment headquarters. As early as mid-2010, the PLAAF began experimenting with the concept of what it calls pilot autonomy (自主), which focuses on two of the pilot's three-phase training mission—creating their own flight plan and conducting techniques/skills training in the numbered flight zones without guidance from the control tower. However, it was apparently not fully implemented throughout the PLAAF until 2012. Since 2012, individual PLAAF units have slowly begun to implement the pilot autonomy program. Naval Aviation apparently began implementing various components of pilot autonomy as early as 2013, when it received its first J-10 unit. It appears that some PLAAF and Naval Aviation units are still in the implementation phase of this program.

Challenges for Flying over Water

Naval Aviation and the PLAAF break the day into three flying periods: day (0800-1600), day into night (1600-2400), and after midnight (2400-0800). During the 2000s, they instituted "large flying periods" that move from day into evening, evening into after midnight, and after midnight into day. They also began conducting what they referred to as "rolling-type" training that can last up to 24 hours and transitions through all three flying periods. That said, for the sake of safety, most Naval Aviation training was often conducted before nightfall. Pre-flight support for the bombers all took place in daytime or under bright lights. That practice inherently limited and lowered the standard of training. In 2015, Naval Aviation regarded highly difficult and dangerous training topics, such as night training, as playing the main role in actual combat (实战) training. Although no official PLA definition was found for actual combat, the term has been used since the late 1990s and basically refers to conducting unscripted training in all weather conditions, at all times.
of the day and night, under complex electromagnetic environment (CEME) conditions, and, for aircraft, at all altitudes and over water.

Naval Aviation is also conducting more long-distance sorties over water at what it calls very-low or extreme-low altitude, which it defines as less than 100 meters, and low altitude, which it defines as 100 to 1,000 meters. 28

Naval Aviation has acknowledged that it faces several problems in conducting long-range, over-water training, especially at night. Specifically, it is under pressure to conduct all training to high safety standards, but, in order to conduct training under actual-combat conditions, it must deal with fast changes in weather conditions, great difficulties in organizing training, and the exhausting effects of crew member biological clocks being upside-down during night training. 29

In addition, when flying at night over water at very-low altitude, the sky is pitch-dark and there are few visual references, which means an aviator can easily misperceive where he is. 30 As a result, the danger and difficulty coefficients are high.

Over the past couple of years, Naval Aviation has been trying to change its training from what it calls the “nanny style” mode of command, where flight, navigation, and communication directors kept watch from the control tower, to a new model, where the aircrews participating in the training now have a free hand to penetrate defenses, attack, and cope with danger on their own, based on the training topic and the battlefield situation. 31

Multiple Types of Aircraft at the Same Airfield

From 2008 through the end of 2013, an unidentified airfield in the East Sea Fleet conducted more than 50 major training events and exercises that involved up to five different airframes, including helicopters, UAVs, transport aircraft, reconnaissance aircraft, and different models of fighters. 32 For example, in August 2011, the airfield supported three different regiments with several dozen
aircraft of five different models during a joint exercise. One of the biggest challenges involved changing the entire logistics and maintenance support system since 2008, when the airfield supported only one model of aircraft. To accomplish this, the airfield station increased its personnel and facilities, as well as implementing better information technology systems to monitor maintenance. As a result, the airfield station was reportedly able to shorten the aircraft preparation time for re-dispatch by nearly 20 minutes, compared to its historical capability. 33

Yet another challenge was assigning airspace to different types of aircraft at the same time. To accomplish this, the airfield established the principle of “fighter first, transport aircraft later; flight for battle first, flight for other purposes later; support for the one who takes off first.” This involved methods of refueling in advance for first-time dispatch, combination of aircraft towing and taxiing, orderly ammunition extraction, refueling, inflation, power-on, and parachute packing, as well as resupply based on circumstance, thus shortening the ground support time and overcoming the tendency in ground support towards chaos and inefficiency.

A similar situation has occurred with the SSF’s 9th Air Division on Hainan Island, where one airfield can now support approximately 20 different types and models of aircraft. 34 Over the past few years, the daily average capacity of the airfield has been five times greater than that of similar airfields. During an exercise in January 2014, the airfield supported over 50 AEW aircraft, fighters, bombers, and helicopters at the same time, including up to 50 alert launches by as many as 10 different models.

Training from other Airfields

Naval Aviation has gradually increased its ability to deploy aircraft to other airfields in order to replenish the aircraft either before engaging the enemy or after concluding their missions, in contrast to an historical pattern of operating aircraft exclusively
from their home airfield, which was based primarily on the lack of a flexible logistics and maintenance support system. In addition, some aircraft often deploy to different airfields to conduct their intercept missions. For example, in April 2013, several aircraft from an ESF regiment deployed to a different airfield in another province.\textsuperscript{35} Shortly after arriving, two of the aircraft were scrambled to conduct a combat patrol mission. Meanwhile, ground crews immediately started circuit checks, air and fuel services, and data calibration on two additional aircraft, rapidly completing preparation for another deployment. At the same time, the command group in the control tower held a brief meeting, transmitted air and sea situation reports, clarified the situation, and arranged unidentified missions.

In addition, as noted in Section 12, Naval Aviation aircraft have also flown out of PLAAF airfields, as occurred during the first free air combat (自由空战) mission, in August 2014.\textsuperscript{36} Although no official definition was found, a review of multiple references indicate that free air combat involves conducting air-to-air engagements in specified airspace without strict guidance from the flight commander in the tower. So far, the focus in open source reporting has been on one-versus-one similar and dissimilar aircraft engagements.

Training in a Complex Electromagnetic Environment

Almost every Naval Aviation article states that its components engage in simulated or realistic jamming and counter-jamming under CEME conditions on a regular basis. As the fighters, fighter-bombers, AEW aircraft, and bombers approach their seaborne or land-based target, they engage in electromagnetic jamming and counter-jamming of radar, communications, and guided missile systems.\textsuperscript{37} Besides the aircraft, various land-based radars and ground-based command posts also receive electromagnetic jamming from land-based, sea-based, and airborne jammers.\textsuperscript{38} To counter the jamming, the aircraft commander issues an order to initiate the counter-jamming mode, which included synchronizing times,
comparing wavelengths, and organizing networks.\textsuperscript{39} When the aircraft began to receive jamming, the navigator initiates infrared jamming.

As the aircraft approach the “enemy” surface vessels, land-based targets, or fighters, and the “enemy” radars have already locked onto them, the pilot or navigator counters by pressing a button to release jamming projectiles.\textsuperscript{40}

Although \textit{Renmin Haijun} articles for just about every training event and exercise involve some type of jamming and counter-jamming, it is not clear how much is simulated and how much is real. Inevitably, the “Red Force” overcomes the jamming and is able to successfully complete its mission.

Crashes

Over the years, several Naval Aviation aircraft have crashed during training, primarily from aircraft malfunctions. For example, on 17 December 2015, a two-seat J-10 from the ESF’s 4th Air Division crashed without any damage to civilian personnel or property inside Zhejiang Province near Taizhou City while conducting night flight training.\textsuperscript{41} According to press reports, the aircraft spun out of control because of a malfunction owing to frequent night training and problems dealing with the Russian-made engine. Both pilots ejected safely.

In addition, on 11 May 2016, a Naval Aviation fighter crashed in Taizhou, Zhejiang Province.\textsuperscript{42} The crew ejected safely, but the aircraft crashed into a factory with no casualties.

Summary

As discussed in this section, Naval Aviation has been moving forward in many ways concerning its over-water training, training multiple airframes on one airfield, and training under CEME conditions on a regular basis. Even though it continues to face these
constraints, Naval aviation pilots fly out of multiple airfields. As a result, multiple airfields are successfully dealing with the logistics and maintenance issues concerning having more than one airframe, and aviators are training more often under actual and simulated CEME conditions.

Of note, a review of the research material for this paper found only a few references to ASW training by 1) reconnaissance aircraft, 2) shipborne and land-based helicopters and SH-5 seaplanes that include dipping sonars into the water and firing air-launched antisubmarine torpedoes, and 3) JH-7 fighter bombers that fire torpedoes. Weather and sea conditions are always a key factor in whether the helicopters can perform their missions. Although the PLAN rarely uses the term sea line of communications (SLOC /海上交通线), as discussed later in the paper, various naval aviation aircraft do conduct patrol and strike missions to protect what can be considered China’s SLOCs, including ASuW missions. The next section takes a closer look at the individual types of training by fighter pilots.
2. Naval Aviation Aircraft Training

The following sections provided fairly detailed information about Naval Aviation, fighter, fighter-bomber, bomber, and helicopter training. The key issues and themes of the analysis are as follows 1) Naval Aviation has the same types of combat aircraft as the PLAAF and is becoming a much more capable force; 2) Naval Aviation now has a dedicated “Blue Force” unit; 3) Naval Aviation is conducting long-range missions that occasionally use more than one airfield; 4) lead pilots continue to receive guidance from the unit commander in the control tower or an airborne early warning aircraft; 5) units are now conducting training in all types of weather conditions and at night; 6) the division or regiment commander often serves as the lead pilot; and 7) Naval Aviation and the PLAAF are gradually starting to train together from the same airfields and in the same airspace, but not in the same formations.

Naval Fighter Training

Naval Aviation’s fighters include J-7, J-8, J-10, J-11, and Su-30 aircraft. Together, their missions include engaging enemy aircraft, shooting down missiles, and attacking vessels and land targets. This section discusses various training by aircraft from each of the three fleets, to include training sequences for units assigned a new type of aircraft, training in different seasons, and training during different times of the day and in CEME conditions. It also discusses Naval Aviation’s Su-30MK2 Blue Force fēndui (e.g., battalion-level flight group).

J-8 Transition Training

In March 2013, an NSF regiment conducted its first high-endurance, long-range tactical confrontation training event, covering several thousand kilometers and lasting in excess of three hours, and
for a model of J-8 that had only recently been allocated to a Naval Aviation unit. The aircraft were supported by aerial tankers and AEW aircraft.

**J-10 Transition Training**

In July 2010, an ESF regiment received Naval Aviation’s first J-10 fighters. As such, the entire regiment had to start from scratch to learn how to best use the aircraft. To begin with, the regiment created a combat methods training research small group and systematically used video systems and the flight-parameter recording system (飞参) to organize every flying session. By the end of 2013, the regiment also revised over 20 training regulations, including the “Flight Training Outline” and “Handbook for Handling Special Situations”.

Concerning learning new concepts, the pilots had to change from lowering their heads to see the instruments in order to see the instruments reflected on the head-up display in front of them. The first actual flights did not occur until early 2011, and they were challenged by snow and safety issues, including dealing with an aircraft that has only one engine and that often has problems, such as stalling in midair. After becoming familiar with the aircraft, the regiment began conducting low and very-low altitude defense penetration training by two aircraft with only one meter of space between the aircraft. In September 2012, the regiment conducted its first live-missile launch training against target missiles at a certain maritime area of the East China Sea. By the end of 2013, the regiment had received all of its J-10s and was fully prepared to conduct combat operations, which reportedly set a record for the shortest time to fully transition to the aircraft, to include having a fully qualified commander, several deputy commanders, flight instructors, and lead pilots, as well as staff officers in the various functional and administrative departments.

During an exercise in late 2013, pilots received a combat order, took off, covertly penetrated into the airspace above the exercise sea area, over 1,000 kilometers away, circled above the area, dove and
then climbed to a higher altitude, locked on the target, and fired four air-to-air guided missiles. All of the missiles hit their targets.

**Naval Aviation Su-30MK2 “Blue Force” Fendui**

Naval Aviation conducts three different types of Red vs Blue training, which can include similar or dissimilar aircraft combat training during different periods of the day. First, Naval Aviation has a dedicated Su-30MK2 Blue Force *fendui*, to be discussed below, which supposedly flies realistic copies of foreign tactics. Second, a regiment in a particular division will conduct “Red” vs “Blue” training with aircraft in its own regiment. Third, a regiment will conduct “Red” vs “Blue” training against either similar or dissimilar aircraft from another regiment in the same division or a different division. The “Blue” force in both of these cases is identified as such in name only and for the most part does not use foreign tactics.

The following analysis will focus on the Naval Aviation’s dedicated blue force, composed of Su-30MK2 fighters. In 2007, the ESF’s 4th Air Division’s 10th Air Regiment, which is also known as the Naval Aviation Heroic Eagle Regiment (海军雄鹰团), received orders to create Naval Aviation’s first “Blue Force” flight group and equipped it with the Russian-built two-seat Su-30MK2 all-weather, long-range strike fighters, shown below.45

**Figure 2: Naval Aviation’s First “Blue Force” Flight Group**

![Naval Aviation’s First “Blue Force” Flight Group](http://y1.ifengimg.com/79149b265eb1d598/2012/1111/rdn_509f3f211dae0.jpg)
The initial pilots each had more than 1,300 hours of flight time, including approximately 300 hours as a student pilot at a flight college. The immediate challenge was to be able to collect, organize, and analyze information on the enemy's situation. At that time, there was no existing information on foreign militaries available. Unless they could get clear data, there could be no realistic imitation to speak of. They conducted research on foreign air forces and created what they considered a realistic copy of their tactics, which included being able to resist in a complex electromagnetic environment, and to be able to take off and land under marginal weather conditions. For basic training topics, such as single aircraft and formation offensive and defensive tactical maneuvers, there were several tens of sets of maneuvers. Further, almost all of the maneuvers were conducted under conditions that pushed the body to its limits. The most difficult topic in the Blue Force program was a combination of several tactical maneuvers. The program specifies that 1) each pilot is to perform this topic, 2) that each time it is performed, the pilot is not to exceed two sorties, 3) that each sortie is not to exceed an hour and a half, and 4) that there must be at least an hour and a half of rest between them.

The flight group uses up twice the amount of aviation fuel during a given period as that used by an ordinary unit. Previously, when a pilot pulled a load of three Gs, it was considered high. Now, they regularly pull seven or eight Gs, which are reached instantaneously. While the old airplanes could endure such situations for several seconds, the new jets remain continuously in this state for 10 to 20 seconds. The group has specified that each pilot must become an expert in some area, study a set of combat techniques, and regularly engage in Red and Blue knowledge confrontation in the group. Through collective study in which each person prepares a topic and speaks on a maneuver and a difficult point, they mutually examine theoretical weaknesses.

In July 2011, the PLAN organized the first actual-combat confrontation between different types of fighters, what the
U.S. Air Force and Navy call Dissimilar Air Combat Training (DACT), including the Blue Force flight group, which directed the confrontation training. Because the brother units were equipped with second-generation fighters (e.g., J-7s and J-8s), the difference in fighter generations deprived the brother units of confidence. The members of the Blue Force flight group actively explained to them the performance of the third-generation fighters (e.g., J-10s and J-11s) with which they were equipped, their fighting techniques, and their operation.

**Flight Commander Guidance**

Fighters often receive detailed guidance from the flight commander in the tower, who is normally the regiment commander or one of the deputy commanders. For example, in July 2013, fighters in an ESF regiment conducted a live-fire training exercise against an incoming missile in a complex electromagnetic environment over the East China Sea. The commander of the 44th Air Division, who was serving as the flight commander in the tower, guided a two-ship formation flown by two deputy flight group commanders. The division’s political commissar was also in the tower to observe the training. Once the aircraft took off, the tower commander guided them in a tight formation, according to a pre-launch plan. In order to conceal themselves, they did not turn on their radar until they entered their attack vector and were told to do so in order to search for the incoming missile. After the lead pilot reported that the target had been detected, the tower commander quickly ordered the lead pilot to maintain his status and to search for the optimum launch opportunity. Shortly thereafter, the two aircraft received jamming, which altered their attack plan. At that time, the tower commander ordered them to change their attack method and for the wingman to peel off, implement visual attack mode, and fly towards the target from another direction. Meanwhile, the lead pilot maintained his flight status, used his onboard radar and its jamming attack mode in order to conduct counter-jamming against the jamming source.
Shortly thereafter, the lead pilot locked onto the target and fired his missile, which destroyed the incoming missile.

As noted in the paper, the PLAAF began shifting flight commanders in some, but not all, control towers from the top of the tower to the command post in the bottom of the tower. As of early 2017, there are still no signs that Naval Aviation has begun this process. Although it is not clear why Naval Aviation has not implemented this process, one possible reason is because the PLAAF is most likely using more KJ-200, KJ-500, and KJ-2000 AEW aircraft to communicate directly with its aircraft in the air, while Naval Aviation has only limited AEW aircraft.

**Intercept Training**

Naval Aviation aircraft have been training to intercept not only aircraft but also incoming missiles. The following paragraphs provide some examples of each type of training:

On 31 January 2014, an ESF regiment received orders to scramble two aircraft to intercept an unidentified aircraft. The on-duty room immediately went to alert level 1 (一等), and four pilots, including a flight group commander, immediately took off after receiving the order from the flight commander in the control tower. As the aircraft headed toward the target, the flight commander continued to verbally provide them with vector information. At 1223, the aircraft had successfully accomplished the task and arrived home.

During 2014, the Blue Force flight group and an ESF regiment conducted several opposition-force training events together that focused on unscripted scenarios. In some cases, the confrontations lasted so long and over such a long distance (over 500 kilometers) that the aircraft barely had enough fuel to return home. Rather than having the Red and Blue command posts co-located, some of the training events had them located at different bases without mutual knowledge of the other’s position, and operational plans and instructions were devised and sent down on the spot. In addition, during one nighttime long-range raid, the Red Force aircraft were
only informed upon takeoff that they would be landing someplace else a great distance away and would be involved in raids and confrontation along the entire route.

During one confrontation, the lead pilot suddenly realized that his wingman had been called back by the flight commander in the tower. As a result, instead of engaging 2v2, it was now a 1v2 situation, and he lost the battle. The unit used this opportunity to emphasize that this could easily become a reality during actual combat, and that the units must prepare for this situation. To prepare for this situation, the units began conducting more free air combat training. As a result, during a similar situation in mid-2014, the unit held 1v2 confrontation training. After the combat aircraft of the two sides took to the air, the Blue Force pilots relied on their radar superiorities to get the first radar lock-on. The Red Force pilots dealt with the changing situation and released interference to shake off the radar lock and, at the same time, rush at the opponent's leading aircraft at an extreme angle and fire missiles. After the opponent had been shot down, they immediately reduced altitude and formed a close-range air combat posture with the opponent's wingman.

During yet another training event, the visibility at a certain airfield along the coast in eastern Zhejiang Province was far lower than combat aircraft takeoff requirements. The command post, however, ordered the fighters to take off urgently, and the pilots reluctantly flew their aircraft into the skies. When two aircraft took off together, the wingman was only able to barely see the exhaust plume of the lead plane. During their return to base, as soon as the aircraft crossed the coastline, they entered the clouds and the pilots were unable to see any landmarks, so they relied on instructions from the instruments in the cockpit to successfully implement a blind landing.

Finally, several fighters were scrambled in order to shoot down an incoming missile. Upon departing, based on previous training, the pilots already had a plan in mind and knew the route of the
incoming missile by heart. Although their radars scanned, the image of the incoming missile was fuzzy and it was hard to get a lock. Suddenly, the enemy missile changed its direction and the aircraft failed to intercept it. Although the pilots felt that the rules had changed, the lesson was that they had to move away from scripted concepts to responding to unscripted situations. As a result, they began training without preconceived ideas about what was going to happen.

On 27 October 2014, Naval Aviation completed its first-ever fighter aircraft free air combat confrontational drill under unscripted conditions for research purposes that involved all three fleets and four aircraft models over several days. It was also the first time ever for Naval Aviation to set up an airborne command post on board an AEW aircraft to guide attack missions. According to an officer-in-charge, this drill was meant to identify problems and deficiencies linked with actual-combat requirements; to further test, verify, and improve combat and training methods; and to explore ways to enhance the naval aviation force’s combat strength. Throughout the research training process, participants in the drill were given total freedom to choose air battle maneuvering actions, there was no confrontational drill scheme designated in advance, there was no stipulation to designate the direction of approach, and there was no definite timing to launch attacks. The participating units were to stage electronic jamming and perform back-to-back actual confrontational drills throughout the process in accordance with the tactical requirements. All of the information was displayed on the air battle situational map in the command post, including beyond-visual-range (BVR) attacks, medium-range interceptions, and close-quarters dogfight. Concerning the pilots, they were only told about the location of the air space designated for the air battle drill, but were neither informed of their adversary’s whereabouts nor what operational methods would be adopted by their adversary. In some cases, they had apparently locked onto a target already and were ready to launch a missile, but very soon afterward the adversary
managed to escape. As a result, they suddenly had to switch from offense to defense.

**Anti-ship Training and Difficult Weather Conditions**

In addition to intercepting aircraft and missiles, Naval Aviation fighters also train to strike enemy vessels in different weather conditions as discussed below.

During October 2014, two new-type aircraft from an NSF regiment conducted training over the Bohai Sea against an “enemy” vessel. As they approached the target, they were flying fast and at very-low altitude while breaking through an electromagnetic network. Both pilots quickly climbed and broke away from each other, so that they could attack in a pincer formation by launching two missiles each from different directions. This training was only made possible because the regiment made some dramatic changes to its training methods over the previous year. Specifically, when the unit first received the new type of aircraft, one pilot was tasked to conduct a test flight at very-low altitude at night over an unfamiliar sea area for 20 minutes. However, because the weather over the sea changed abruptly that day, the pilot did not complete the flight out of consideration for safety. Based on similar events, the regiment’s efficiency rate in live-fire subject training in complex electromagnetic environments was only 58 percent.

Therefore, the regiment created a Combat Methods Theory Research Small Group, which led research on how best to change the way it conducted its training for combat methods and tactics. As a result, the regiment implemented several new training methods, including installing blackout screens in the cockpits to block 75 percent of the aviators’ field of vision during flight training in normal weather conditions, thereby artificially creating adverse weather conditions. This allowed the regiment to update its training organization model, whereby the commander is now able to adjust flight plans based on changes in the weather.

In addition, aviators are categorized into three levels—the new
aviator level, enhancement level, and actual-combat level—and flight plans are adjusted for each level. In addition, the regiment began reorganizing which training subjects should be combined during the same sortie. For example, for aviators who have completed their foundational tactical training, their flight training is organized in stages based on their actual technical and tactical level. Integrated topic training involving multiple training subjects has replaced simple training involving only one training subject.

The regiment has also combined intercept training by increasing the difference in altitude and higher speeds by two- and four-ship tactical formations coordination for integrated offensive and defensive maneuvers. The regiment has also stepped up its research effort in tactics under informatized conditions. Specifically, it has increased its reliance on omnidirectional radar warning devices and datalink information to determine target locations and to develop tactics to evade and shake off targets and go to attack locations. The regiment stepped up research of tactics for combining main and feint attacks, and flexible moves in attacking targets at sea and on land when no cover is available.

Altogether it has created more than 20 tactics for penetrating defenses and attacking targets at sea in complex electromagnetic environments. The regiment has also continually stepped up training in how to handle unusual air situations, such as ways to track small and fast moving targets. It has worked out a method for continuing aerial engagements one after another, as well as conducting focused training in patrolling vigilance, target investigation and verification, tracking and surveillance, and warning.

**Striking Land Targets**

Finally, Naval Aviation fighters, as well as bombers and fighter-bombers, also train to strike land targets as discussed below.

On Saturday, 7 April 2015, following an order from the division commander, several fighters from an NSF division carried out a cross-sea area, long-distance raid over the Bohai Sea, where they
conducted simulated precision strikes against different types of “enemy” land targets. The goal was to be able to achieve multiple large-group, heavy-load, long-duration, very-low altitude, distant-sea assaults during any time of the day and in all types of weather conditions. To achieve this, the division spent two years building up its capabilities step by step, including creating a Maritime Training Research Small Group. Each year, the division requires all pilots to complete sea training topics of a certain length and content, with a focus on not only technical and tactical training but also on psychological training. It has allowed tactical training to be guided by the mission and tasks. As such, it has established objectives, formulated training plans, and set strict requirements regarding what to train, how to train, and how much to train. It used the training method of “first easy objectives, then difficult objectives;” “first near seas, then distant seas;” and “first adaptive training, then actual-combat training.” The unit gradually extended maritime flight time and conducted distant seas surprise attack training. This not only trained up the unit but also elevated its maritime operational ability. This series of measures effectively promoted maritime training, ensuring that the unit’s combat power steadily increased, as well as guaranteeing safety.

Summary

This section addressed the broad responsibilities for Naval Aviation fighters, including not only air-to-air intercepts at all times of day and night and in different weather conditions but also strikes against vessels and land targets at distances farther and farther from their land bases. All of this training was conducted over water. Based on the reporting from Renmin Haijun, Naval Aviation is becoming more adept at accomplishing these tasks; however, there is little reporting about situations where the aircraft were not able to accomplish their missions.
Naval Aviation Fighter-bomber Training

This section provides information about Naval Aviation's fighter-bomber (attack) aircraft, which consists primarily of the JH-7 Flying Leopard (飞豹) shown below.

Figure 3: JH-7 Flying Leopard

Source: http://www.aeroflight.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/4732.jpg

Each of the three fleets has a JH-7 unit, who conduct similar training during different times of the year and seasonal conditions. The aircraft's primary tasks include air-to-air engagements, air-to-ship missile and bomb strikes, laying anti-submarine and anti-ship mines, and air-to-surface missile and bomb strikes against various land-based targets, including ports. To accomplish these tasks, the aircraft conduct day and night, all-weather, over-water, long-distance, and very-low and low altitude flights under radio silence and in an unscripted, complex electromagnetic environment under guidance from an airborne early warning aircraft using data links. They are also sometimes supported by fighter aircraft escorts in the same area, and oftentimes fly out of unfamiliar airfields other than their home base, including PLAAF airfields equipped with the same aircraft. During each event discussed below, the formation's lead
aircraft's rear-seat navigator provides information concerning the route and target area, while the lead pilot, who is identified as the “airborne commander,” issues the order to drop the mines, launch the missiles, or fire the guns. In addition, one article about an SSF regiment noted that, to protect equipment prior to receiving the new JH-7s, the regiment’s aircraft were not allowed to take off when it was raining and on pitch-dark nights. All of those restrictions changed, however, when the regiment received the JH-7, such that the regiment now conducts training at nine different airfields during day and night in all types of weather conditions, including rain and fog.

From 16-17 April 2013, an NSF JH-7 unit conducted an exercise for the first time that included landing at PLAAF airfields. Altogether, more than ten aircraft (e.g., probably two flight groups, each with two flight squadrons) flew more than 2,200 kilometers, used two PLAAF airfields, and conducted simulated bombing strikes against three ports and three important onshore targets distributed across three provinces, all within about six hours of time. As night fell, the aircraft departed their home base in at least two formations under radio silence and simulated dropping their first bombs 20 minutes later at low altitude at a port. At 1920 hours, the aircraft landed at a Shenyang Military Region Air Force (MRAF) base, where the PLAAF personnel conducted an inspection and maintenance tasks, as well as refueled the aircraft. At 2100 hours, they took off again and conducted their second bomb strike an hour later at a port. They then landed at a Jinan MRAF base for yet another inspection and refueling. At 2340 hours, they took off for their final strike on a different port facility. Following the attack, they returned directly to their home base, where they landed at 0210 hours. Throughout the night, they crossed over civil aviation routes and encountered changing weather conditions.

On 16 September 2013, the same NSF unit participated in the Bravery-2013 (勇敢-2013) exercise in the Yellow Sea. Starting at 0915 hours, four JH-7s organized into two two-ship formations
took off, flew at low altitude, penetrated enemy naval defenses, and each group dropped two mines near “enemy” destroyers for the first time. After dropping their mines, they had to evade anti-aircraft missiles fired from the destroyers by using maneuvers and dropping chaff. The SSF held a similar exercise in August 2015 in the South China Sea. Besides laying mines, this exercise also involved attacking a cargo ship and its escort destroyer and frigate.

On Sunday, 1 December 2013, six JH-7s from an ESF regiment conducted air-to-air engagements over water in two-ship formations. Altogether, the exercise involved fighters, fighter-bombers, AEW aircraft, and helicopters, as well as a formation of ships. The exercise was controlled through a shore-based command post using data links. The six JH-7s took off first and were followed by a formation of J-10s, thus flying in separate echelons (梯队). While en route to the engagement zone, both groups of aircraft continually changed their formations, flight path, and altitude (low and very low) as they closed in on their targets. As they approached their target area, the weather also changed, reducing visibility. The rear seat navigator monitored the radar and guided them to the engagement area. Upon arriving in the area, the pilots then began searching visually for their targets, even though the visibility was low. The air-to-air engagement included air-to-air missiles and guns. Following the JH-7 engagements, the J-10s then engaged the “enemy” aircraft.

In August 2013, eight SSF third-generation combat aircraft (战机), whose lead pilot was the commander of the 8th Air Division, took off before dawn and conducted the first long-distance over-water strike training for the new aircraft. After taking off, the aircraft flew in formation through civil aircraft air routes in poor weather conditions under radio silence for over one hour at low altitude. As they approached their target, they reduced their altitude, penetrated the enemy defenses, turned on their radar, located their targets, moved into bombing formations, and, upon receiving their attack orders dropped their bombs. After leaving their target area,
they returned to an alternate airfield before flying to yet another alternate airfield before flying to their home base. As a result, the division’s new fighters set a record for their first day-and-night long-range raid, with a range exceeding 2,000 kilometers, and passing through multiple airfields.

In late 2013, several JH-7s from an SSF regiment took off from deep mountains, overcame complicated weather conditions, crossed many navigation lines, flew more than two hours by crossing four provinces and autonomous regions, and carried out long-distance precision strikes against targets in unfamiliar waters some 1,600 kilometers away.62

On 10 April 2014, the ESF’s 6th Air Division JH-7s conducted multi-wave, multi-directional, very-low altitude, precision missile attacks against island reefs and beach positions that began at 1730 hours and lasted into the night.63

In the mid-2000s, Naval Aviation JH-7s began conducting opposition-force training with naval vessels; however, the training was still new and was highly scripted.64 Since then, Naval Aviation JH-7s have apparently participated only occasionally in opposition-force training with PLAN vessels at sea.

Summary

Naval Aviation now has JH-7 units in each of the three fleets with an overwhelming set of responsibilities, including air-to-air intercepts, air-to-ship missile and bomb strikes, laying anti-submarine and anti-ship mines, and air-to-surface missile and bomb strikes against various land-based targets, including ports. As with Naval Aviation fighters, these aircraft are increasing their training events; however, no articles discuss situations where the aircraft did not successfully accomplish their missions. As such, this implies that their training is not realistic for both the air units and for any at-sea vessels or shore-based targets involved in opposition-force training.
Naval Aviation Bomber Training

As noted earlier, Naval Aviation has a bomber unit in each fleet. Based on a review of articles published in Renmin Haijun from January 2013 through 2015, each unit appears to conduct the same basic types of training to 1) destroy enemy vessels by launching air-to-ship missiles against vessels or dropping bombs on them, and 2) dropping bombs on land-based targets, including harbors, docks, islands, reefs, and maritime bases. Some of the missions of bomber training within the PLAAF overlap to some extent with those of the PLA Naval Aviation. For example, bombers within the PLAAF also undertake maritime missions and training in the East and South China Seas. However, PLA naval aviation bombers train exclusively in the maritime domain, while bombers within the PLAAF train in both land and maritime domains.

This section addresses training by bombers against vessels and land-based targets, to include challenges for flying over water and looking at a “typical” training sortie designed to strike a vessel or land-based target.

A “Typical” Training Sortie

Naval Aviation bombers train in the same basic way as the other airframes. With the exception of the targets, all other aspects of the training flight are about the same. One of the biggest differences, however, is that they can conduct longer flights for longer periods of time and involve ten or more aircraft (e.g., probably two flight groups, each with two flight squadrons) flying as a group (机群) in two flight formations (编队) together. For example, aircraft assigned to one SSF bomber regiment conducted a six-hour sortie that began at 1000 hours and included live bombing. Naval Aviation is also now practicing more night-time, long-distance training sorties. While one flight formation’s task is to conduct a missile and bomb attack against an “enemy” vessel, the second flight formation conducts live bombing against land targets.
Launching the Weapons

As the bombers approach their target, the “enemy” begins to fire missiles and antiaircraft artillery rounds at the aircraft. To overcome this, the bombers launch several dozen rounds of chaff to jam the radars.67

After overcoming the “enemy’s” jamming and kinetic attacks, the bombers use on-board radar to acquire their targets. Once this is accomplished, the formation commander requests and receives permission from the ground-based or airborne command post to launch their anti-ship missiles against the “enemy” vessels from several hundreds of kilometers away or drop their bombs against land-based targets from an unidentified distance.68 Just before dropping the bombs against the land-based targets, the formation commander orders the aircraft to pull up until they achieve the proper elevation.69

Figure 4: Naval Aviation Bombers

Source: http://www.janes.com/images/assets/786/46786/p1572114.jpg

Airborne Early Warning Aircraft and Airborne Command Post Training

This section addresses training by Naval Aviation airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft and their transition to becoming
airborne command posts. Of note, Naval Aviation uses the term “airborne early warning aircraft” (预警机) and the acronym AEW for its KJ-200 aircraft. It does not use airborne warning and control system (AWACS) or airborne early warning and control (AEW&C). Similar to other branches of PLA naval aviation, some of the AEW missions within the PLAAF are the same as those of the PLA Naval Aviation, with PLAAF AEW aircraft also undertaking maritime missions and training. However, the difference is that PLA naval aviation AEW aircraft train exclusively in the maritime domain, while AEW aircraft within the PLAAF train in both the land and maritime domains.

Today, the NSF’s 2nd Air Division has three subordinate regiments (4th, 5th, and 6th), whose missions include AEW, ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance), and ASW. Prior to 2012, these were independent regiments that were still subordinate to the 2nd Air Division. In mid-2010, the 4th Independent Regiment was equipped with a new model of airborne early warning aircraft (KJ-200), shown below.

**Figure 5: KJ-200, Airborne Early Warning Aircraft**


Since the new AEW aircraft were assigned, *Renmin Haijun* has published several detailed articles about how the unit has
integrated the new aircraft, including multiple personnel and equipment challenges. It is not clear what aircrew billets besides the pilot and co-pilot are on the AEW aircraft and who fills them; however, references have been made to an airborne commander (空中指挥员), who provides guidance to combat aircraft in the air. For example, only one reference was found concerning a specific airborne commander, Zhang Xinqi (张新起), who was one of the deputy commanders of an unidentified NSF air division; however, based on a review of several articles about Zhang, he is most likely assigned to the 2nd Air Division, which has all of Naval Aviation's subordinate AEW and ISR aircraft. Specifically, Zhang served as the airborne commander during an opposition-force training event that involved guiding “Red Force” fighters against “Blue Force” fighters.

Figure 6: Air Traffic Controllers on Airborne Early Warning Aircraft

Source: http://www.sinaimg.cn/dy/slidenews/8_img/2016_30/203_191727_713138.jpg

It appears that, when the aircraft are deployed for training with combat aircraft (fighters, bombers, and/or attack aircraft), that two AEW aircraft along with one electronic surveillance aircraft are often airborne at the same time. It is not clear if AEW and
reconnaissance aircraft return home and are replaced by other aircraft after a certain number of hours during training events, or take advantage of greater endurance. Whereas the AEW aircraft conduct most of their training in the NSF area, they also deploy to the ESF and SSF to conduct training. During one training event, the aircraft departed at 2200 hours, arrived at their deployed airfield at 2400, and then began the training event at 0600 the next morning (shown below).}

Figure 7: Airborne Early Warning Aircraft Begins Training Event

Source: http://pic-bucket.nosdn.127.net/photo/0001/2017-10-06/D02OVDJ4T8E0001NOS.jpg

Until the past few years, Naval Aviation’s AEW aircraft acted solely as a collection platform that gathered information and then sent it to a ground-based command post, where the flight commanders then used the information as a basis for communicating with combat aircraft in the air. Since around early 2012, however, this situation has begun to change. Specifically, the AEW aircraft have gradually been transitioning to become airborne command posts (空中指挥所). For example, in November 2013, the NSF conducted a training event that included an AEW aircraft, where division deputy commander Zhang Xinqi, discussed earlier, served as the airborne...
commander. During the event, the ground-based command post experienced jamming, so it turned over the command function to the AEW aircraft. The communications personnel implemented frequency-hopping and frequency-changing procedures, and the electronic countermeasures personnel carried out counter-jamming suppression. Zhang ordered the crew to start up the onboard early warning command platform system, which then turned the aircraft into the airborne operations command post.

In October 2014, Naval Aviation conducted the first and largest scale opposition-force dissimilar fighter aircraft drill employing all three fleets to include an AEW aircraft serving as an airborne command post. The AEW aircraft took over responsibilities for guiding all attack missions and worked in conjunction with ground-based radars and the ground-based command post. The training event served as a research tool for increasing the aircraft’s involvement as a command post to further test, verify, and improve operational and training methods. Throughout the research training process, participants in the drill were given total freedom to choose air battle maneuvering actions, there was no confrontational drill scheme designated in advance, there was no stipulation to designate the direction of incidence, and there was no definite timing to launch attacks. The participating units were to stage electronic jamming and perform back-to-back actual confrontational drills throughout the process, in accordance with the tactical requirements.

On the real-time air battle situational map displayed in the AEW aircraft’s command post, the airborne commander saw a huge information net formed by land-based radars and airborne early-warning aircraft, which worked side by side. The screen showed beyond visual range (BVR) attacks, medium-range intercepts, and close-quarter dogfights. In addition, arrowhead signs followed by lines, representing air battle paths, were interwoven on the map. For the participating units, the drill was not scripted. The units were only told about the location of the airspace designated for the air
battle drill but not their exact location. As the engagement began, the two sides exchanged back and forth from offense to defense.

Command carried out by the AEW aircraft is different from that taking place on the ground. An airborne commander is able to promptly assess the situation in the air and give the orders to attack or to take cover accordingly. The integrated command platform is the one single factor that affects an airborne commander’s flexible assessment and handling of the situation as it unfolds. In the past, the integrated command platform and aircraft-carried information systems were not used too often, so the establishment of data links was less successful, resulting in the regiment’s growth of combat capabilities being stunted in operations requiring the use of information systems. In the training program implemented in 2012, the AEW aircraft implemented a higher use of data links. Today, the AEW aircraft airborne commander analyzes the situation and sends guidance (引导) or command and guidance (指挥引导/指引) to each relevant flight formation through data links. After being guided to the right area, the fighters approached the “enemy” and receive orders from the airborne commander to attack.

In addition to guiding fighters during air engagements, the AEW aircraft use data links to guide bombers and attack aircraft for strikes against surface vessels. To accomplish this, the AEW aircraft provides information about the vessels’ location and any active air defenses and radar systems. It also guides them through the defenses and issues the order to launch the missile attack when appropriate. For example, in February 2013, an NSF [fighter-bomber] regiment conducted a training event jointly with an AEW unit to develop attacks against vessels. Shortly after taking off, the situation changed, such that the lead pilot for two formations flying together, who is called the airborne commander (空中指挥员), received information from a data link from the AEW aircraft and took over command of the attack by guiding the other aircraft in the formations to lock onto an enemy ship for precision strike. By using a data link system, the regiment is able to connect the
airborne commander with the AEW aircraft command post and ground-based command post, as well as all other combat units, for more flexible command execution closer to the site of actual combat.

Summary

Since both Naval Aviation and the PLAAF have only recently begun to allow personnel on their AEW aircraft to communicate directly with fighter, fighter-bomber, and bomber aircraft in the air, the information in this chapter is valuable as a window into this new concept. It will most likely take some time for all components of Naval Aviation to become comfortable with this new concept, particularly in the context of operations under CEME conditions and at increasingly further distances from the coast.

Naval Aviation Air Refueling Training

This section addresses Naval Aviation aerial refueling capability. To date, the limited number of H-6 tankers in each of the three fleets can only refuel specific versions of the J-8 and J-10 fighters. In early 1996, an SSF H-6 bomber regiment was tasked to create a small H-6U tanker subunit by converting some of its aircraft to aerial refueling tanker versions. Although the order was received in 1996, it took four years to prepare the unit to successfully conduct its first long-distance, over water refueling training in September 2006. Some units, however, did not even begin aerial refueling training until 2009 and 2010.

Today, all three fleets have been able to keep fighters aloft for two to three times the normal amount of time and conduct long-range fighter engagements over water by conducting aerial refueling. In some cases, the tanker and fighters are vectored to each other through communications with an AEW aircraft.
Concerning the Liaoning aircraft carrier, in mid-2014, Naval Aviation J-15's apparently conducted “buddy store” in-flight refueling, where one fighter receives fuel from another fighter. A buddy refueling capability is certainly important for the PLAN’s ability to conduct flight operations at extended distances from shore but the offload capacity of a fighter is limited, particularly if it does not carry external fuel pods. Additionally, every fighter tasked with tanking duty removes a fighter from combat operations, not a minor consideration on a small carrier with a limited air group.

Figure 10: J-15 “Buddy Store” Refueling

Source: http://i1054.photobucket.com/albums/s489/themiddlepath1/Military/202353hfs7df43re5lj_zps940bd10f.jpg
In addition, in early January 2016, the PLA released a video showing that a Su-30 fighter jet was being refueled by an IL-78 air-refueling aircraft. According to the posted information, Jane’s Defense Weekly reported in November 2014 that China had received at least one IL-78 tanker plane from Ukraine out of three that it had ordered in 2011. It is not clear, however, if the tankers will support the PLAAF and/or Naval Aviation. Finally, China is supposedly developing a Y-20 aerial refueling aircraft, but it has not yet entered service.

Summary

The bottom line here is that Naval Aviation, like the PLAAF, conducts only minimal air refueling due to a lack of refueling aircraft and the types of aircraft that can be refueled in the air. Of particular interest is the growing interest to be able to refuel carrier-borne fighters.

Naval Aviation Helicopter Training

This section provides information about Naval Aviation helicopters, which are assigned in each of the three fleets. They apparently share the same airfield with fixed-wing aircraft. While the helicopters are assigned to shore-based units, they deploy aboard various vessels, including destroyers, frigates, and corvettes. In some cases, however, they are identified as shipborne helicopter regiments (e.g., embarked helicopters). Their primary tasks are anti-submarine warfare (ASW)-related, including dipping sonars into the water and firing air-launched antisubmarine torpedoes, as well as medical rescue support.

One of the challenges for Naval Aviation is landing on various vessels in all types of sea and weather conditions. For example, the training task of landing on a moving ship is highly difficult but is also greatly practical in actual operations. Such skill plays an
important role in the collaborative operations between helicopters and ships. In May 2013, for example, one ship-based helicopter regiment arranged high-intensity flight training for new pilots under “special sea conditions” completing 180 sorties, highlighting the increasing importance of training for landings on moving ships under sub-optimal sea conditions.

Although helicopters are assigned to various vessels, they are often not able to operate due to poor sea conditions. For example, during the “Maneuver-5” (机动-5) exercise in the Western Pacific in October 2013, the task forces had to deal with Typhoon Francisco, which involved strong wind force of 6 or 7 and strong waves of four to six meters high. As a result of the poor sea conditions, the shipborne helicopters could not take off, so the vessels had to rely on their own ASW systems to detect the submarines.

In addition, landing on a vessel at night has always been a challenge. Although the first helicopter landing on a ship took place on 3 January 1980 outside the mouth of the Yangzi River, most units did not routinely conduct night training until the early 2000s. However, new vessels are initiating training as early as possible. For example, the Bengbu Type 056 Jiangdao-class of corvette was commissioned in February 2013 and conducted its first night helicopter sorties in December 2013.

Besides flying off of vessels, some Naval Aviation helicopters conduct their ASW missions from their home airfield. They also deploy to other airfields, where they then conduct their maritime tasks.

Depending on the type of vessel, up to three helicopters of various types can conduct coordinated missions. For example, in April 2014, the ESF’s Fuzhou destroyer simultaneously deployed three helicopters of different types, which was the first time for any destroyer to accomplish this.

In June 2013, an NSF Naval Aviation helicopter regiment was involved in the first joint military-civilian rapid-repair mobilization drill at a civilian airfield on the Shandong Peninsula that had been struck by “enemy” munitions. The drill used the National Defense
Mobilization Law as its foundation. A single helicopter was used to evacuate injured personnel from the airfield to relevant hospitals. In addition, in April 2014, a helicopter on the Fuzhou destroyer rescued a sailor who had fallen overboard.

Summary

Naval Aviation has both shipborne and land-based helicopters, whose primary missions are ASW-related. As noted in the section, however, helicopter training has had a long, difficult stretch involving flying in poor sea conditions, at longer distances, and at all times of the day. Although not discussed in the section, Naval Aviation has deployed multiple helicopters aboard vessels involved in the 23 escort missions in the Gulf of Aden since 2008. As such, Naval Aviation has learned a lot about how to operate in far seas conditions for lengthy periods of time. For example, in March 2011, a warship operating under NATO’s Operation Open Shield (OOS) provided helicopter gunfire assistance to a US warship working under CTF-151 to arrest a group of pirates attempting a hijack.

Naval Aviation Combined-Arms, Joint, and Combined Training

This section addresses Naval Aviation combined-arms training with the other PLA Navy branches, joint training with the PLAAF, and combined training with foreign militaries. It also briefly discusses flying multiple types of aircraft from the same airfield for what the PLA also considers joint operations. One of the biggest challenges, however, is terminology. According to the U.S. Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (JP 1-02):

- Combined arms refers to the full integration and application of two or more arms or elements of one Service into an operation (JP 3-18)
Joint connotes activities, operations, organizations, etc., in which elements of two or more Military Departments participate (JP 1).

Combined is a term identifying two or more forces or agencies of two or more allies operating together (JP 3-16).

Unfortunately, although the PLA uses "combined arms" (合成/合同) for two or more branches in the same service, it uses the term "joint" (联合) to express each of the three categories—combined arms, joint, and combined. Therefore, for purposes of this paper, the U.S. military equivalent will be used for each category.

Combined-Arms Training with other Naval Branches

In May 2013, the NSF conducted a combined-arms naval aviation and surface vessel exercise over the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea. The exercise included over 70 aircraft, including fighters, fighter-bombers, and AEW and reconnaissance aircraft, from three provinces and involved more than 300 sorties over a three-day period starting at 0820 hours on the first day. AEW and reconnaissance aircraft detected, identified, and tracked targets and guided fighter-bombers for strikes against ship formations and ports, and guided fighters against aerial targets and vessels. While the fighters conducted their attacks against vessels and separately intercepted enemy fighters in the Bohai Sea, the fighter-bombers conducted their bomb strikes in the Yellow Sea, both of which occurred in a complex electromagnetic environment created by the enemy vessels. Upon landing, the aircraft were quickly inspected and refueled before taking off again for a follow-on strike that lasted until after 2100 hours each day. While four air units carried out training from daytime to nighttime, two air units executed flights after midnight. During the exercise, several destroyers equipped with helicopters were also involved, in the Yellow Sea. However, this exercise was different from previous ones, because the helicopter pilots were all new. As such, four pilots were assigned to land on a
ship for the first time. Altogether, they completed 180 sorties and each pilot conducted 45 ship landings.

On 16 September 2013, Naval Aviation fighter-bombers and naval vessels conducted a daytime combined-arms live-force naval mine warfare drill identified as “Bravery-2013” (勇敢-2013) in the Yellow Sea. The Blue Force, played by two destroyers, set up an anti-submarine blockade area, waiting for an opportunity to destroy a Red Force submarine. To counter this, the Red Force sent four fighter-bombers divided into two formations at low altitude to lay mines. Twenty minutes later, the first group of combat aircraft successfully dropped two new-model naval mines into the designated sea area; however, the destroyers also launched surface-to-air missiles against the aircraft at the same time. Although the battle was scheduled for two hours, it lasted seven hours. On the next day, the scenario began at 0400 hours and involved naval minesweepers eliminating mines that the enemy vessels had laid.

In the early winter of 2013, Naval Aviation fighters, bombers, and AEW aircraft teamed up with a formation comprised of PLAN destroyers and frigates in the Yellow Sea to conduct a Red vs Blue confrontation exercise under unknown conditions, in multidimensional space, and in a complex electromagnetic environment.

Throughout the exercise, the aircraft shuttled back and forth and at other times circled around awaiting orders. Throughout the exercise, the Red Force AEW aircraft was implementing real-time early warning detection of the air situation in the given region. The airborne commander on the AEW aircraft was Zhang Xinqi (张新起), discussed in Section 6. Within the rear compartment of the aircraft, various operational elements were quickly transmitting air situation information analysis and judgments ascertained from the onboard equipment back to the land-based command post. When the AEW aircraft began to suffer electromagnetic jamming of its radar and communications, communications personnel implemented frequency-hopping and frequency-changing procedures, and
electronic countermeasures personnel carried out anti-jamming suppression. Several minutes later, everything returned to normal, but jamming immediately blocked all land-based radar systems and communications with the land-based command post. As a result, the AEW aircraft suddenly became an airborne command post. Zhang Xinqi then issued orders to one of the fighter formations to descend to low altitude, implement radio silence, maneuver to a certain airspace, and then to intercept and attack the target. It took 17 minutes from the time the jamming began until Zhang ordered the aircraft to attack.

During August 2015, the SSF conducted a combined-arms training drill involving surface vessels and Naval Aviation. The scenario centered on sinking a Blue Force cargo ship and heavily damaging the destroyer and frigate that were escorting it. While AEW aircraft guided the fighter-bombers and bombers toward the target, Blue Force aircraft were also scrambling to engage them. As a result, the Red Force scrambled its own fighters to provide escort for the AEW aircraft. Meanwhile, both sides engaged in jamming and counter-jamming, and the Blue Force launched missiles at the Red Force aircraft. In the end, the Red Force sank the cargo ship, one destroyer, and one frigate, and the mission was accomplished satisfactorily.

In late October 2015, an unknown number of J-11s from the SSF’s 8th Air Division along with unidentified PLAN surface vessels and possibly other aircraft conducted an exercise over the South China Sea in response to U.S. naval activities in the area.

Based on available photos, the J-11s apparently deployed to Woody Island (aka Yongxing Island) in the Paracels for an unknown period. In addition, in late February 2016, U.S. intelligence spotted J-11s and JH-7’s on Woody Island.

**Joint Training with the Army and Air Force**

The PLAN Naval Aviation appears to be increasing its joint training with the PLA Army and Air Force. In early September
2013, warplanes and vessels from the ESF conducted a joint island landing campaign training event with aircraft from the Nanjing MRAF. The training was the culmination of 12 years of joint interaction between PLAN surface warfare officers and naval aviation personnel, as well as with PLAAF personnel. When the event kicked off, the ESF Naval Aviation commander, Rear Admiral Sun Laishen, issued orders through the integrated combat command platform in Zhejiang Province. Combat aircraft of different models subordinate to Naval Aviation and the PLAAF subsequently took off in multiple batches, formed formations, and made a rush maneuver to a destination 500 kilometers away. This case set a precedent for a PLAN-directed hybrid grouping of combat aircraft from different services as well as surface vessels. Along the coast of Fujian Province, surface units of the fleet fought side-by-side with units from different war theaters in a joint island-landing operation drill. Senior Captain Jin Hang, commander of the 5th Landing Ship Zhidui, was in command of a “three-dimensional landing operation,” which was seen as an epitome of the development further in depth of the joint operation pattern over a 12-year period.

From 5 to 7 August 2014, the PLAN’s Qingdao Support Base successfully led research and training during an exercise in jurisdictional area joint defensive operations in an area of the Yellow Sea off of Liaoning Province. This was just the next step in a process that began in 2012. The training event involved the Shenyang Theater Command (e.g., Shenyang Military Region), an electronic countermeasures regiment subordinate to the 39th Group Army, four air brigades subordinate to the PLAAF’s Dalian Base, a Shenyang MRAF radar brigade, and NSF frigate and Naval Aviation units, as well as police and militia forces. The command post at Qingdao included representatives from each component. The scenario focused on defending against enemy attacks by conducting intercepts, executing a circuitous attack, and jointly blocking and destroying any enemy surface and subsurface vessels. The Naval Aviation assets included fighters for air intercepts and two AEW aircraft, as well as shipborne helicopters for anti-submarine tasks.
Although Naval Aviation and PLAAF AEW and ISR aircraft apparently operate occasionally in the same AOR, such as the East China Sea, no information was found about Naval Aviation and PLAAF fighters, fighter-bombers, or bombers working together jointly against the same target; however, the following two items discuss opposition-force training with similar and dissimilar aircraft that began in 2014.

On Saturday, 23 August 2014, the ESF 4th Air Division’s 10th Air Regiment, identified earlier as the Naval Aviation Heroic Eagle Regiment and only dedicated “Blue Force” fendui, conducted Naval Aviation’s first ever joint free air combat opposition-force training with the Air Force. Both sides flew out of a PLAAF base. Whereas the PLAAF used the Chinese-produced J-11, the Eagle Regiment used the Su-30MK2 to engage in 1v1 and 2v2 free air combat at different altitudes. The unidentified Air Force unit was the first one to receive the J-11 and had competed in the annual Golden Helmet competition from 2011 onwards. Naval Aviation’s pilots represented the “Blue Force” and the PLAAF pilots from an unidentified unit in the Nanjing MRAF represented the “Red Force.” The first event began at 0700 hours when two aircraft squared off in 1v1 free air combat. The two Naval Aviation pilots included Eagle Regiment commander Chen Gang in the front seat and deputy regiment commander Fan Wenjun in the rear seat. The two Air Force pilots included deputy regiment commander Yan Feng in the front seat and flight group commander Wang Li in the rear seat. Yan and Wang had competed together in the Golden Helmet competition, and Yan is one of only three pilots who have won the award twice from 2011 through 2015. In the end, Chen and Fan, who trained for this event for five months, won the engagement by using clouds as cover and fired a missile from behind. Although the engagement was free air combat, both aircraft received vectoring via data link from their respective ground-based command posts. Following this engagement, other pilots then conducted 2v2 intercepts. All intercepts also included jamming and counter-jamming.
Finally, on 2 November 2015, the Guangzhou MRAF organized the “Sharp Sword-2015” (利剑-2015) actual-combat joint exercise over the South China Sea that included PLAAF and Naval Aviation fighters, fighter-bombers, bombers, airborne early warning and control aircraft, reconnaissance aircraft, and helicopters. The primary units involved Guangzhou MRAF and Naval SSF units. The only specific aircraft that were identified were PLAAF H-6K bombers and J-11s. According to Rear Admiral Yin Zhuo (尹卓), who is the Director of the PLAN Informatization Expert Advisory Committee, “the PLAAF has long assumed the responsibility of homeland defense. It mainly attacks fixed targets on the ground and is not familiar with situations at sea. Navy Aviation units are mainly responsible for striking more elusive targets moving at sea. Owing to many special conditions, such as complex weather, indistinguishable sea and sky lines, and the like, it is much more difficult to identify targets at sea. These are exactly the areas falling short in PLAAF experiences. Through joint operation exercises, the Air Force gets to know the combat environments at sea better. Furthermore, with the support of the Air Force, Naval Aviation will be able to seize command of the air (制空权) over a large area more easily in times of war. Specifically, ‘Seizing command of the air is the first thing to do in any war. Only when one has command of the air, can its aircraft carrier, large-sized destroyers, and submarines give play to their tremendous capabilities to attack seaborne and ground targets’.”

Summary

Whereas the PLAAF is conducting increasing combined-arms, joint, and combined training, Naval Aviation is considerably behind in joint and combined training. Its primary combined-arms training involves helicopters and surface vessels. As noted in the section, it has only recently begun to conduct joint training, most of which is opposition-force training, with the PLAAF.
Although the PLAAF and Naval Aviation have conducted some joint training, only one example for 2013 and 2014 was found, which implies they do not routinely train together or against each other. Furthermore, the competition between the Naval Aviation and PLAAF pilots clearly indicates they trained for several months for a single event, which most likely took away from their meeting all of their annual requirements.
3. Carrier-based Aviation Training and Development

PLA Navy Carrier-based Aviation Training and Development

On 25 September 2012, China commissioned into service its first aircraft carrier -- the Liaoning (hull number 16) -- a vessel that China purchased from Ukraine as an unfinished ship in 1998 and later refurbished at the Dalian Shipyard in Liaoning Province. As of this writing, it is not clear exactly which fleet or which leader-grade hierarchy the Liaoning is subordinate to. More than likely, it is directly subordinate to the Operations Department in the PLAN Headquarters’ Headquarters Department in Beijing.

The commissioning of an aircraft carrier has the capacity to impart a new dimension of naval and naval aviation capabilities for China. An aircraft carrier, for example, gives the PLAN the ability to operate far from China’s shores to protect overseas assets and interests. If history is any guide, however, the process of honing the skills necessary to undertake sustained carrier operations will be a long and arduous process with many challenges ahead for the PLAN.

The Liaoning is a conventionally-powered carrier with an estimated full load displacement of 60,000 tons and can accommodate an eventual air wing of 25 to 30 aircraft, including fixed-wing airplanes and helicopters. The Liaoning uses a STOBAR (short take-off but arrested recovery) system for launching and recovering aircraft, which severely restricts the weight of aircraft before launch, which in turn limits the fuel and ordnance load that an aircraft can carry. By comparison, the USS NIMITZ is a 100,000-ton, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, giving it greater endurance than the Liaoning, and can accommodate an air wing of 60 fixed and rotary
wing aircraft. The NIMITZ launches its fixed-wing aircraft over both the ship’s bow and angled deck using a CATOBAR (catapult assisted take-off but arrested recovery) system, giving aircraft being launched from it a range and payload capability much greater than aircraft employing a STOBAR system. The Liaoning, like a U.S. Navy aircraft carrier, lands fixed-wing aircraft using arresting wires on its angled deck.

Thus, even when fully operational, the Liaoning will not enable long-range power projection similar to U.S. Nimitz-class carriers. The Liaoning’s smaller size limits the number of aircraft it can embark, while the ski-jump configuration restricts fuel and ordnance load. The Liaoning is therefore best suited to fleet air defense and anti-submarine warfare missions, extending air cover over a fleet operating far from land-based coverage and is most likely a “starter” carrier meant to train pilots and crews for subsequent aircraft carriers the PLAN plans to construct.122

Aviation Training for Carrier Operations

Since the system for training Chinese pilots in carrier-based aviation is relatively new in China, the institutions within the PLAN oriented towards carrier-based aviation training remain underdeveloped and evolving.123 For the Liaoning, it appears the PLAN selected the most seasoned pilots within the Naval Aviation corps as the first group of pilots to undergo carrier-based aviation training. Going forward, the PLAN will, in all likelihood, adopt a long-term approach of recruiting cadets and building a carrier-based aviation corps from the ground up.

Generally speaking, there are three stages of carrier-based aviation education and training that naval aviation pilots around the world must proceed through: 1) pilot trainee selection, 2) pre-operational carrier-aviation education and training, and 3) carrier-based aviation training and operations. Concerning PLA Naval Aviation aircraft carrier pilots, cadets must go through a rigorous process of theoretical
study at the Naval Aviation Engineering Academy and Naval Aviation Academy and receive their bachelor's degree before transitioning to the practical application (实际操练) phase of land-based training as a new officer. Once land-based training has been mastered, the new pilot trainees transition to carrier-based training, which begins the second stage of “pre-operational carrier-aviation education and training.” This stage involves field carrier landing practice (FCLP), (“touch-and-go’s” on land) and eventually landings and take-offs from the deck of the aircraft carrier. This stage is called “pre-operational” because training occurs before the aircraft carrier is fully operational and before an air wing is assigned to the carrier. As of this writing, it appears that the current batch of Chinese carrier-based aviators has progressed through the second stage of “pre-operational carrier-aviation education and training” and have just begun the third stage of “carrier-based aviation training and operations.”

According to the PLAN, the third stage of “carrier-based aviation training and operations” consists of pilot training upon assignment to a “carrier-borne aviation unit” (舰载航空兵部队) that is part of an “aircraft carrier battle group” (航母编队). As such, carrier-based aviation operations include training across a range of tactical and operational scenarios, to include emergency landings, nighttime flying, command and control with the carrier battle group-based and airborne early warning-based commanders, air defense penetration, and flying during adverse weather conditions, among other tasks. This stage of pilot development can last decades and exposes naval aviators to all forms of operational and weather-related challenges he or she may encounter.

Based on reporting from Renmin Haijun and Kongjun Bao, China’s naval and air force newspapers, it has taken roughly ten years from initial recruiting of carrier-based aviators for China to successfully deploy an air wing-sized cohort of pilots for carrier operations. This appears to be a relatively expedited timeline of training, compared to the US navy experience, which took much longer to train and deploy its first crop of pilots for carrier operations.126
The first step in China’s carrier-based aviator selection and training commenced in September 2006, when the PLAN selected candidates from the “best flying units across the country.” The chosen pilots had more than 1,000 hours of flight time under their belts, including more than 500 hours in a third-generation aircraft. Of this group, one-third came from the PLAN’s “Naval Aviation Heroic Eagles Regiment” (海军雄鹰团), one of China’s most storied aviation units, with roots dating back to 1956.

One Renmin Haijun article, which featured the “Heroic Eagles” training program for carrier-based training, stated that the unit began trials in J-11B-variant trainers for roughly four years until the PLAN introduced the carrier-based J-15 variant, called the “flying shark” (飞鲨), in March 2010. According to Chinese media reports, between 2010-2012, pilots reportedly undertook “greatly accelerated” land-based training in order to begin carrier-based aviation trials, at that time set to take place around the end of 2012. One Renmin Haijun article noted that pilots averaged forty flights a month, flying twenty-one days a month, and achieved over 8,600 land-based take-offs and landings in total during the two-year stretch.

Although the exact date is uncertain, pilots appear to have begun a series of touch-and-go sea trials on the deck of the Liaoning near the end of the land-based segment of training, most likely at the beginning of 2012, in preparation for China’s first arrested-recovery landing aboard a carrier. Then on the morning of 23 November 2012, Dai Mingmeng (戴明盟) became the first Chinese pilot to successfully land an aircraft on an aircraft carrier in the Bohai Sea.

Dai’s successful landing initiated the final component of “pre-operational carrier-aviation training” – carrier-based training – occurring from December 2012 to the end of 2015. Based on Chinese reporting, it appears sea trials involving aviation training of J-15 fighters took place two to three times a year on average, involving four to six J-15 fighters, with each successive trial increasing in intensity, difficulty of training tasks, and number of sorties.
China’s first carrier-borne aviation unit was formally established on May 10, 2013. Upon establishment, the PLAN began sea trials involving training of the aviation unit. For example, starting on June 30, 2013, for example, China undertook a 25-day training deployment in the Bohai Sea of the Liaoning during which pilots executed “several days of continuous take-off and landing exercises.” Importantly, instead of returning to their land-based airfields from which they departed, pilots and their planes for the first time stayed aboard the carrier to test the ability of the carrier crew, pilots and mechanics to operate at sea. The training resulted in the “certification” (航母资质认证) of China’s first group of pilots.
and deck crew for aircraft carrier operations. In September 2013, the *Liaoning* reportedly undertook its second round of sea trials involving aviation training in the Bohai Sea. During the tests, the J-15 took off from land-based airfields and practiced landings and take-offs aboard the carrier at sea. Pilots completed over 100 sorties, to include taking-off with “maximum payloads” and “multi-weapon configuration” take-offs and landings.” From November to December 2013, the *Liaoning* undertook a 37-day training mission off of Hainan Island, reportedly the first time the *Liaoning* had been deployed to the South China Sea. During the trials, the *Liaoning* reportedly “underwent a comprehensive test of its combat system and conducted a formation practice,” and this marked the first time the *Liaoning* was deployed as an aircraft carrier battle group, shown below, that consisted of several surface vessels, including two destroyers and two frigates, as well as an unknown number of submarines during the drills. The extent of naval aviation training was not reported, however.

**Figure 13: Liaoning Carrier Strike Group Exercise**
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By April 2015, naval aviation training aboard the *Liaoning* reportedly had become “routinized” (模式化), with pilots flying
in “adverse weather” conditions and undertaking “all types of tactics training, munitions loads take-offs, and emergency landing scenarios.” Also, during the April 2015 training, several J-15 pilots reportedly spent “more than a few nights aboard the Liaoning,” marking the longest period of time removed from shore-based logistics and sustainment for both pilots and aircraft. By the end of 2015, the PLAN reported it had successfully certified a batch of carrier-based pilots (航母资质认证) in “all segments of naval aviation requirements,” bringing a total of four batches of six pilots, or 24 in total, theoretically trained and prepared for carrier-based operations.

Finally, from December 2016 through January 2017, the Liaoning embarked on its longest deployment at sea, participating in its first carrier battle group (CVBG). The group first navigated the Bohai Sea before sailing through the East and South China Seas and then transiting through the Taiwan Strait before returning to its port in Qingdao. During the voyage, PLAN naval aviation launched and recovered dozens of J-15 sorties, to include the launching of air-to-air and air-to-ground missiles as well as mid-air refueling in the process of training. The voyage represented the induction of China’s first operational air wing into the PLAN.

While there is speculation that a J-31 variant may be introduced as a next generation carrier-based fighter to replace or augment the J-15 “Flying Shark,” reporting on the J-15’s eventual replacement remains speculative at best.

**Unresolved Questions and Challenges Ahead for PLAN Naval Aviation**

To support future carrier capabilities, China is now challenged with establishing a comprehensive support infrastructure and institutions to train, equip and sustain carrier-based naval operations. The corollary to such operations might be what the U.S. Navy refers to as “Naval and Air Training and Operating Procedures”...
It must develop training, logistics, and maintenance pipelines. It must also develop operational infrastructure, including command and control. One Jiefangjun Bao (PLA Daily) article hinted at the challenges ahead for China’s carrier program when it highlighted the long and unglamorous process of training a cadre of carrier-based aircraft deck crew, mechanics, hanger storage operators, and fuel and ammunition operators.

Furthermore, China has just begun the process of establishing the institutions necessary to recruit and train the future generation of naval aviation pilots. One Chinese article revealed that the current ratio between the pilots and aircraft within the PLAN was about 1.5:1 -- meaning that for every one naval aviation aircraft, China has trained an average of 1.5 pilots to fly that aircraft -- highlighting a severe gap in the current generation of naval aviators. How much time China’s navy devotes to training land-based aviators in carrier-based operations, for example, will illustrate the extent to which China perceives carrier-based aviation as a marginal or primary component of China’s overall naval aviation development, and the strategic value of, and goals for, carrier-based aviation. Given the large size of China’s land-based tactical naval aviation arm, it is probably not practical for the PLAN to require all of its fighter and fighter-bomber pilots to train as carrier aviators; but determining the appropriate ratio of carrier trained versus not carrier trained will be a challenge for the PLAN in the coming years.

Not only will China have to train more pilots, but it will have to absorb the losses of hundreds, if not thousands of pilots within the course of carrier-based aviation operations. The issue was brought to our attention in a recent (and rare) Xinhua News report which revealed that two Chinese naval pilots had died in a “training accident” related to the Liaoning. This is no doubt the first of many more to come for China. Between 1949, when the U.S. Navy began deploying jets to aircraft carriers on a large scale, and 1988, for example, the Navy and Marine Corps lost almost 12,000 aircraft and more than 8,500 aircrew. Even if China decides to adopt a more
moderate pace of training and operations, it is almost certain to suffer significant pilot and aircraft losses as it builds up its carrier capability.

Additionally, the concept of an integrated CSG will impart new challenges for the PLAN not accustomed to training and devising war plans based on carrier task forces. The support and protection of carriers involve a complex coordination among submarines, surface combatants and air assets that will require a complete reorganization of the PLAN's organizational structure. Chinese naval aviators in particular will be required to coordinate with other branches and platforms within the PLAN and CSG that for China are still very much in flux due to the infancy of China's carrier program. Based on Chinese reporting of PLAN training, China has yet to manage the intricacies of coordination with the PLAAF, submariners, AEW platforms, and within the larger integrated CSG air defense system that established navies have had decades to work through.

Finally, it is not clear how the aircraft that fly off of the Liaoning will be organized and which land-based unit they will be subordinate to or if a whole new structure will be created. It is worth noting then when a US Navy carrier is in port in San Diego, Norfolk, or Bremerton, its squadrons are often scattered around the country at bases hundreds of miles away. Specifically, are they organized into a typical air regiment that has 18-24 airframes and further organized into battalion-grade flight groups and subordinate company-grade flight squadrons? The same holds for the shipborne helicopters. In addition, whereas Naval Aviation and PLAAF aircraft have 5-digit tail numbers, all photos of the carrier-based J-15s show them with only a 3-digit tail number.
While not considered an expeditionary force capable of far seas operations, PLA Naval Aviation has evolved from its traditional role of coastal defense to being able to undertake a broader portfolio of tasks consisting of naval fleet air defense, maritime patrol, anti-submarine warfare, maritime strike against land targets and vessels, logistical support, airborne early warning, and helicopter support for the PLAN. However, until it develops a full-fledged aircraft carrier capability, to include accompanying surface and subsurface task forces, PLA Naval Aviation is and will remain largely a land-based force. Land-based naval aviation forces are inherently limited by the maximum range of the aircraft deployed by the PLAN, which, in turn, limits some roles and missions one typically expects naval aviation fleets to fulfill.

Despite such constraints, PLA Naval Aviation has steadily increased the types, intensity and scope of its training subjects and scenarios in an effort to maintain readiness and support broader PLAN operations within and beyond the first island chain. These include increasing combined-arms and joint training exercises (both within the PLAN and with different services of the Chinese military) flying under challenging environmental conditions, such as at night and in extreme weather patterns; flying at low altitudes, flying under complex electromagnetic environments, and cultivating elements of free air combat and autonomy among naval aviators with decreased altitude restrictions; and conducting bomber and reconnaissance aircraft missions beyond the first island chain in the Western Pacific. The overall aim of these training tasks is to mimic actual naval battle conditions that a potential military adversary may present.

While the Liaoning may not enable long-range power projection capabilities similar to those of U.S. carriers, the Liaoning and its
eventual successor carriers will impart an altogether new component of naval and naval aviation operations. In the short to medium term, China will seek to train a new generation of carrier-based aviators, logisticians, and deck maintenance personnel, which, based on the U.S. Navy experience, will require a significant commitment of time, manpower and budgets. By all accounts, it appears China is committed to developing this capability in the long-term.

Although this paper, which is primarily based on information from the PLA Navy's newspaper, points out several shortfalls that Naval Aviation has identified, rarely is there an article that states that a training mission failed. It is highly unlikely that all of the aircraft that depart to attack a vessel, port facility, or land-based air defense site, or to engage in close-in air-to-air combat, will succeed and/or return home safely. Furthermore, there are virtually no articles that indicate their home bases are also under enemy attack or that they have to sustain operations for long periods of time. Finally, there is little information that discusses how Naval Aviation and the PLAAF could or would divide up a particular air space, such as the East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) that was created in November 2013, or a possible new ADIZ in the South China Sea.
Appendix A: Naval Aviation Operational Air Order of Battle

Appendix A provides a brief history of the types of aircraft Naval Aviation has had along with a current list, as well changes to the air order of battle.

Naval Aviation Aircraft

During the 1950s, Naval Aviation consisted primarily of the Tu-2, La-11, and MiG-15bis aircraft. By 1960, the force comprised 500 aircraft, mostly MiG-17 (J-5) and MiG-19 (J-6) fighters and Il-28 (H-5) light jet bombers. During the 1980s, Naval Aviation began acquiring the J-7. During the 1990s, Naval Aviation was the first PLA aviation units to receive the J-8-2 and JH-7 combat aircraft. Today, Naval Aviation consists of the following aircraft, which are primarily land-based; however, the J-15 is now flying off the Liaoning aircraft carrier, and helicopters routinely fly off of various surface ships. Naval Aviation also has apparently deployed certain types of shore-based unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

- Fighters: J-7, J-8, J-10, J-11, and J-15
- Bombers: H-5 and H-6
- Fighter-bombers (attack): JH-7, Su-30
- Seaplane: SH-5
- Transports, AEW, and reconnaissance aircraft: Y-7, Y-8
- Helicopters: Z-5, KA-28, Z-8, and Z-9
- Unmanned aerial vehicles.

Naval Aviation Air Order of Battle

Note: This report covers the period of 2013-2015. Although multiple changes have occurred since the PLA began its
reorganization in early 2016, the changes have not been incorporated into this report.

A review of Chinese publications indicated that, by the end of the 1960s, Naval Aviation had created nine divisions and three independent regiments. In 2003, Naval Aviation consisted of 25,000 personnel and about 800 total aircraft organized into eight air divisions and 27 regiments, of which several were independent regiments. Today, there does not appear to be a single, authoritative unclassified air order of battle for Naval Aviation, which different sources report as ranging from six to nine air divisions plus several independent regiments. According to the annual U.S. Department of Defense Annual Report to Congress on the PLA, Naval Aviation has a total of six unidentified air divisions, including two in each of the three fleets. According to the March 2015 Directory of PRC Military Personalities, the six divisions are listed by fleet as shown below; however, the types of airframes and subordinate regiments are not identified:

- North Sea Fleet: 2nd and 5th air divisions
- East Sea Fleet: 4th and 6th air divisions
- South Sea Fleet: 8th and 9th air divisions

In addition, Renmin Haijun has multiple articles about an unidentified regiment equipped with Y-8 transports that is directly subordinate to the PLA Navy Headquarters Department (海司某飞行团). Although no specific mission for this unit is identified, some of the articles reference activities concerning health and epidemic prevention (卫生防疫) and earthquake relief (抗震救灾) operations.

According to Modern Chinese Warplanes: Combat Aircraft and Units of the Chinese Air Force and Naval Aviation, Naval Aviation has the following six operational air divisions and subordinate regiments:
North Sea Fleet
• 2nd Air Division (3 regiments) with AEW, Seaplane, and ISR aircraft, as well as helicopters
• 5th Air Division (3 regiments) with JH-7 fighter-bombers and J-8 fighters

East Sea Fleet
• 4th Air Division (3 regiments) with J-10 and Su-30 fighters and various helicopters
• 6th Attack Division (3 regiments) with JH-7 fighter-bombers and H-6 bombers
• A UAV reconnaissance dadui (e.g., battalion-level group, which is most likely treated as a regiment)

South Sea Fleet
• 8th Air Division (3 regiments) with J-7 and J-11 fighters, and H-6 bombers
• 9th Air Division (3 regiments) with J-8 fighters, JH-7 fighter-bombers, and various helicopters.

Of note, although the PLAAF began creating about 15 air brigades since early 2012 by abolishing air division headquarters and upgrading air regiments, it does not appear that Naval Aviation has followed suit. In addition, whereas most PLAAF airfields have a single type of airframe, it appears that Naval Aviation has several airfields with multiple types of airframes. In addition, whereas the PLAAF began moving its senior officers from the control tower to the command post in the bottom of the control tower and replacing them with other officers identified as “flight adjusters” (飞行调配员) it does not appear that Naval Aviation has done the same thing.
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